Introduction

What Is a Programmable Controller?

A programmable controller (PLC) has a microprocessor and controls devices through custom user programs. A PLC receives signals from input devices and makes decisions based on custom programs to control output devices.

Ladder logic is a graphical programming language and commonly used for PLC programming. Programming software, such as CX-Programmer, is used for programming on a PC.

Inside a PLC

I/O devices are connected to the input and output sections of the PLC. The user program determines how output devices work based on the state of input devices. The user program and the state of I/O devices are stored in the internal memory of the PLC.
Types of Data

The types of data used by a PLC can be classified into three major groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input to PLC input</th>
<th>Output from PLC output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON/OFF state (discrete I/O)</td>
<td>Pushbutton switches, Thumbwheel switches, Photoelectric sensors and proximity sensors, Input relays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse train (series of rapid ON/OFF)</td>
<td>Rotary encoders, Photomicrosensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog value (current/voltage)</td>
<td>Displacement sensors, Thermocouples</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Types of PLC

OMRON programmable controllers are classified as follows.

- **Modular PLCs**
  - I/O capacity of up to 2,560 points
  - Program capacity of 400K steps
  - Programmable Controllers: CJ2M, CP1H, CP1L

- **Compact PLCs**
  - I/O capacity of up to 320 points
  - Program capacity of 20K steps
  - Programmable Controllers: CP1E N Type, CP1E Application Models, CP1E E Type, CP1E Basic Models

- **Rack PLCs**
  - I/O capacity of up to 180 points
  - Program capacity of 8K steps
  - Programmable Controllers: CS1G/H, CS1D
  - Online replacement of duplex Units
Explanation of Terms

This section will describe the terminology needed for basic operation of the PLC (Programmable Controller), for users new to our PLCs. This section does not cover technical details regarding the setting of the automation systems or PLC programming after purchase.

I/O Refresh

With the PLC, commands from user programs designed by users are executed one by one and processed by accessing data in the internal PLC memory areas (OMRON call this the "I/O Memory"). At the same time, packages of data from sensors/switches that are directly connected to the basic I/O units or PLC are exchanged with data in the PLC internal I/O memory, at specific times. This process to totally exchange external data and internal I/O memory data is called "I/O Refresh".

It is important to know the timing by which the I/O refresh will be executed when considering the operation of automation systems and user programs designed by users. I/O refresh is performed immediately following the execution of all other commands. (See figure below)

Cycle Time

In terms of the PLC processing cycle, the cycle time is the time from the execution (commencement) of the I/O refresh to the execution (processing) of the following I/O refresh. The cycle time includes time for overhead processing (self-diagnosis), execution of user programs, I/O refreshing and peripheral servicing.

- When the cycle time is long, the cycle for exchanging data with outside of the PLC and the I/O response time are also longer, making it impossible to receive an input signal that is shorter than the cycle time.
- When the cycle time is short, I/O response time is also shortened, which allows high speed processing.
- As the cycle time changes, the command execution cycle and I/O response times also change.

The cycle time can be calculated using the following formula:

\[
\text{Cycle Time} = \text{Overhead Processing Time} + \text{Total Command Execution Time} + \text{I/O Refresh Time} + \text{Peripheral Service Time}
\]

The calculation methods for each execution time for the PLC are included in the manuals.
Interrupt Tasks

Normally, user programs are executed in order along with the processing of the I/O refresh etc., within the PLC processing cycle (See "I/O Refresh").

Interrupt tasks however are executed in precedence to this processing cycle. In the event that certain interrupt conditions are met, the processing cycle will be suspended and the interrupt tasks will be executed first.

(The PLC sometimes refers to the "Interrupt Tasks" as "Interrupt Programs", but here we shall use "Interrupt Tasks", the terminology used in the CS/CJ Series manuals)

For example, in the case of the CS/CJ Series, interrupt tasks can include power OFF interrupts, scheduled interrupts, I/O interrupts, periodic interrupts based on the internal timer, and external interrupts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major Interrupt Tasks</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power OFF interrupt tasks</td>
<td>Executed when the CPU Unit power is turned OFF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduled interrupt tasks</td>
<td>Executed based on a specific schedule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O interrupt tasks</td>
<td>Executed at the start-up of a connected Interrupt Input Unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External interrupt tasks</td>
<td>Executed when requests are received from the Special I/O Units, the CPU Bus Units, and the Inner Board (only for CS Series).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I/O Allocation

In order for user programs to utilize I/O signals from the I/O Units mounted to the PLC, it is necessary to first assign an address within the PLC I/O memory.

Allocating inputs and outputs on units mounted to the PLC in I/O memory is known as I/O Allocation. The CPU Unit uses this I/O allocation information for I/O refresh with connected units.

This I/O allocation information is recorded in the PLC as the "Registered I/O Table". The registered I/O table can be created by either of two automatic registration methods: registering information of units mounted to the PLC online by executing the command from the programming tool, or transferring the I/O table that was created offline using programming software. (Some models may not require the creation of a registered I/O table, and others may not support the offline design of I/O tables.)

Online Automatic Registration

Offline Automatic Registration
CPU Unit Memory Area

The PLC utilizes a variety of different data including user programs, I/O memory data, comments, CPU Unit and Special I/O Unit parameters, and registered I/O table information etc. All of this data that is used by the PLC is stored in the memory areas within the CPU Unit.

The PLC has the following types of memory areas which are backed up by a battery. In the case of the CS/CJ Series, the contents of the memory areas are backed up using flash memory, which means that even if battery voltage is low, any user programs and parameter area data will not be lost.

User Program Area
This records user programs designed by users.

I/O Memory Areas
These areas can be accessed by command operands. I/O memory consists of CIO Area, Work Area, Holding Area, DM Area, EM Area, Timer Area that contains the Timer Completion Flags and the Timer Present Values, Counter Area that contains the Counter Completion Flags and the Counter Present Values, Task Flags, Index Registers, Data Registers, Auxiliary Area, Condition Flags, Clock Pulses, and other areas. When the PLC is turned ON, data in some areas will be retained but others will be cleared. (In some areas you can select whether to clear or retain.)

Parameter Area
This contains all of the information regarding initial settings used by the PLC.
It records information such as the PLC Setup, registered I/O tables, routing tables, and CPU Bus Unit settings.